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Photo Courtesy of Karl Snow 
Bryant students spent 
the weekend outside 
enjoying the bright, 
sunny weather only to 
leave their rooms 
Wednesday. morning to 
snow falling. 
Do you h~ve a picture' 
you want in The Archway? 
If so, email it with your 
name and a caption to 
archway@bryant.edu 
SPORTS 
The Hockey season 
comes to the end of a 
sucessful season at 
Nationals. Here about 
how the season and 
Nationals went on page 7. 
OPINION 
This week;'Toby Simon 
uses her column, Simon 
Says, to ,address the 
recent issue surrounding 
Duke University's 
lacrosse team on page 10. 
VARIETY 
Are you on Steve 
Hofstetter's friend list? 
Find out what one stu-
dent thought of "The 
King of Facebook" 
comedian on page 6. 
I 
Weekend Forecast 
Friday 
Hi: 57 
Lo:41 
Saturday 
Hi: 50 
Lo:34 
Sunday: 
Hi: 47 
Lo:35 
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RUCKUS allowed on campus 
By Meghan Hanlon 
Editor,in,Chie! 
Bryant Campus, If you were lis, 
tening to WJMF on Wednesday 
at 4:30, chances are you caught 
their promotion about Ruckus ,a 
free way to legally download 
music. 
Through Ruckus, Bryant 
University students can down, 
load over 1.5 million songs. 
The reason Ruckus is free to 
the Bryant community is because 
of the University's long standing 
membership in the OSHEAN 
Consortium. 
According to Dahiel Greene, 
Media Production Specialist, 
Bryant has been, "a part of this 
group for a while" making it a 
"perfect opportunity," especially 
since the Upartnership (means) 
the service can be offered at no 
expense to Bryant.'" 
Students on campus are 
already forming their opinion 
about this new feature. One stu' 
dent, Angela Abdallah, class of 
2006, is excited to see this service 
say,ing, "anything that is free 
makes me happy." 
Free music downloading and 
the ability to share and explore 
other Bryant's students music, 
nOw where's the catch? 
The catch can be found in an 
agreement between the music 
labels and Ruckus. Music down, 
loaded from this music program 
can not be burned or transferred 
to portable audio devices, specifi, 
cally iPOD. 
The solution to this comes in 
form of eMusic, Ruckus's part, 
nero On this site, for a charge of, 
99 cents, music can be trans, 
ferred or burned, similar to 
iTunesMusic Store. 
Junior, Katie Elmore, thinks 
this, is a "great idea for Bryant to 
have this service, but at the same 
time, pointless because music can 
not be downloaded to a portable 
device." 
Music is not the only feature 
'available on Ruckus, students can 
also download television shows 
and'movies for 'a fee of $14.99 a 
semester. Senior, Dan Raposo, 
who had already downloaded 
Ruckus and noted it's "fast down, 
loads" was disappointed "that 
students have to pay for movies 
and televisions shows." 
Raposo called in during the 
promotion to make note that 
Ruckus had approached the' 
University almost two years ago, 
but for a reason he does not 
know, was not brought to c!lm, 
pus at that time. 
Greene remarks that people 
have wanted a service like this on 
campus, but one could never be 
chosen, especially when cost was 
factored in. When Bryant 
learned of the agreement 
between OSHEAN and Ruckus, 
the school decided to try the 
service. 
Some hesitation was experi, 
enced at first when it was learned 
other schools had tried the pro, 
gram but had stopped using it 
due to bad experiences~ 
However, after Bryant investi, 
gated the program the decision 
was made to try the program on 
the Bryant campus. 
At the Senate meeting on 
Wednesday, Francisco Oliveira, 
2006 Senator for the Public 
Relations Committee, asked 
whether..students would lose the 
m:usic once they lefi: Bryant. 
Present at the meeting was 
Adam Muccino, General 
Manager of WJMF, who said that 
as long as the person has a valid 
Bryant email, the program will 
work. 
Also announced during the 
meeting was the need to renew 
licenses for songs downloaded. 
This can be done automatically 
when a song is played. 
To download Ruckus, a link 
and instructions are on WJMF's 
homepage or listen to the public 
service announcement currently 
running over WJMFs airways. 
So what does WJMF thinkof 
this service? Muccino, "is excited 
to work with IT to deliver and 
promote a free music service for 
faculty and students on campus," 
but jokingly adds, " ... they hope it 
does not take listeners away from 
WJMR" 
"'S'h· , N ' T'" h --- " S'h' 'H e s . ot ere.... " e s ere •.• 
By J eimifer Fitta 
Staff Writer 
Janikies Auditorium, Both the Women's 
Center at Bryant and the Diversity Council 
of ChampiOns are sponsoring the latest lIcom, 
munity forum" on campu~. Past topics of dis, 
cussion include race and international affairs. 
But, this Bryant town meeting is clearly one 
with a different agenda. 
According to Toby. Simon, "Some of us felt 
now is the time to have a discussion on gen, 
der. Who better than to speak about gender 
than Professor Jennifer Boylan who has lived 
a life in both genders. II 
Jennifer Boylan, the author of nine books, 
including best selling novel She's Not'There 
in 2003, will share the story of her life in two 
genders. ' 
, According to Boylan's website, lIShe's Not 
There, was the first bestselling work by a 
transgendered American; until200l, she pub, 
lished under the name James Boylan," 
For the past fourteen years, Boylan has 
beena reputable professor of creative writing 
and American Literatl,Ire at Colby ,College in 
Waterville, Maine, winning Professor of the 
Year in 2000. ' 
As a spokeswoman for the civil rights of 
transgender men and women, Boylan has 
been a guest of the Oprah Winfrey Show, 
Larry King Live, The Today Show, National 
Public Radio, and many other national 
media. 
Toby Simon is one of the many that saw 
Jenny's appearances and thinks "Jenny coming 
to campus is great. I saw her on Oprah and 
read her book. _ When I first contacted Jenny 
about speaking at Bryant, she said she'd love 
to and would add humor to make us laugh 
and educate us at the same time." ' 
Jenny was also known asJames Finney 
, Boylan until changing genders in 2002, 
Jehnifer offers Bryant students insight from 
both her personal experience and perceptions 
of transgender. " 
Her story of person(ll entrapment in her 
male body and now acceptance of her female 
body has allowed her the ability to view socie, 
ty from both a male and female perspective. 
, While at Bryant, Simon has found that 
Jennifer Boylan is a professor, author, and a civil right spokeswoman for' 
transgender men and women. She will be sharing her story during an open 
forum on Tuesday April 11 at.3:30pm in Janikies. 
"that most people really don't understand 
what transgender is all about. People tend to 
confuse it with sexual orientation (i.e. gay,les, 
bian) instead of identifying it as sexual identi, 
ty (i.e. man, woman). Because of this confu, 
sion and lack of information, anytime some",:' 
one can come to campus to help people 
understand what those terms are all about, 
specifically what Jenny's life was all about 
before becoming female, is a good opportuni, 
ty for all." 
Simon isn't the only factulty member excit, 
ed about Boylan:s upcoming visit. Dr. 
, Anderson, an Assistant Professor of 
Communication who is currently teaching a 
course called Gender and Communication 
feels that Boylan's talk will enlighten the stu' 
dent body. "1 think it's a terrific educational 
opPortunity to have Professor Boylan speak at 
Bryant because there exists a great amount of 
confusion among people about the differ, 
ences among sexual identity, sexual orienta' 
tion, and gender identity. 
Continued on page 4 
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Call 1 .. 800-T ry-To-$to:p: (1-800-879.-8678) 
'-or goto trytostO!p.o'rg 
FreeCounsenng :withP-atch orGum 
RHODE IS, LAN 0 0 EPA R T M .E N TO' F H E A L T H 
FIRE AJ..ARM;.(Buitdipg). .' 
MAR 28 2006-Tueday at~6\11 
Location: FOOTBALL STADIUM' 
Summary: FireAlann ground level. SFD 
silence the .system. Electricians reset the 
system. 
EIRE. (Building) 
MAR 28 2006:" Tuesday at 11:07 
Location:' RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary:- The ItO ~eports smoke in the 
laundry room. 'SED notified, The smoke' 
was from a washing machine: . ' 
VANDALISM (RES) 
MAR 28 2006-Tuesday at '12:46 
Location: TOWNHOiJSE 
Summary: A report of vandalism to a 
townhouse. 
VANDALISM(AUTO) 
MAR 29 2006·Wednesday at 15:05 
Location: COMMUTER PARKING, 
LOT 
Summary: A report of damage to the' 
hood of car. 
. EMT CALL EMT Calli Medical 
Services Rendered 
MAR 29 2006-Wednesdayat 18:10 
Loc~tion: FOOTBALL STADIUM 
Summary: Report of an jnjur~d person. ' 
EMS was activated .. , . . 
LARCENY-THEFT 
MAR 29 2006.,. Wednesday at 18:40 
Location: . FOOTBALL STADIUM 
Summary: ';A reported. theft. 
VANDAI,lSM (AUTO)' 
MAR 3'0 2006:-Thufsday at 13:52 
. ,'Location:, COMMUTER PARKING 
LOT 
Summary: Damage to passenger ~ide 
front tire. ' 
. YANDAJ..ISM (AUTO) 
MAR 30 2006-1hursday at. 14:13 
Location: COMMUTER PARKING 
LOT ." 
Summary: A student reports his Jeep soft 
top slashed. 
EMT CALL EMT Cali / Medical 
Services Rendered 
MAR 30 2006-Thursday at 17:24 
Location: RUGBY FIELD 
Summary: . A report of a female with a 
knee injury. EMS was a~tivated. 
. VANDALISM 
MAR 31 2006:Friday atOO:08 
Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: Areport of a person with an 
injure9 hand. ~MS was activated. 
EMT CALL EMT CallI Medical 
Services Renderod 
MAR 312006-Friday at03:51 
Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: A 911 call for a possible over-
dose. EMS was activated. 
EMT CALL EMT CallI Medical 
Services Rendered 
APR 1, 2006~Saturday at 00:56 
Lo~atton: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: A call from Smithfield Fire 
Department stated there was a student 
complaining of chest pains. EMS was 
activated. 
EMT CALL EMT CallI Medical 
Services Rendered 
APR 1 2006-Saturday at 03:16 
Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: A can was received reporting 
a male with a broken ankle. EMS was 
activated. 
YANDALISM,(SCHOOL) 
APR 1 2006:Saturday at 06:35 
Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: DPS was notified of a vandal;. 
ized studX hall. . 
IHEEI (Over $500) 
APR 2 2006-Sunday at 01:24 
April 7) 2006 
Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: A student reported her. purse 
was stolen. 
VANDALISM 
APR 2 2006,,:,Sunday. at 04: 17 
Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: .A repQrt of damage in h suite . 
VANDAUSM 
APR 2 2006-Sunday at 04:28 
Location: RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary: A report of two individuals 
attempting to break into a suite. The suite 
door was damaged. 
BIAS INCIDENTS None reported 
To report a blu incident or hate crime, go to 
www,brvantedu/biss or call the Bias Incident 
Hotline at x6910 
Biu related Incident - a threatened, attempted, 
or completed aetion that 15 motivated by bigotry 
and biu regarding a pi:rson's real or perceived 
race, religion. natural Origin. ethnlclty, sexual 
orientation, disability, or gender status. 
Examples or these inddents include name calling, 
offensive language/aets, graffiti/behavior. 
Bias is reported .ImI!.lf investigation reveals suf-
ficient objective faets to lead a reasonable and 
prudent person to condtide that the offender'S 
actions were motivated, in whole o'r in part, by 
bias •. 
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Psychiatrist Dr. 
Fitzhugh joins the 
Bryant Community 
7 5 years after grad~ating 
from Bryant, Claire 
shares her memories 
Fitzhugh's services 
will be available 
through Counseling 
Services on 
Wednesdays from 
12~2. 
By Greg Hirshorn 
.Assistant Variety Editor 
Unistructure. For the first time 
the counseling ~ervices at Bryant 
University has hired an on-cam-
pus psychiatrist. His name is 
Walter Fitzhugh and he has a pri-
vate practice in Lincoln, Rl. 
Fitzhugh will be on campus on 
Wednesdays from 12pm until 
2pm. 
the University of Pennsylvania. 
where he surprisingly' practiced 
his dentistry skills. However, 
when he saw the kind of pain 
that he was causing kids, 
Fitzhugh did not feel that den-
tistry was a very rewarding job. 
Rather, Fitzhugh felt that a . 
practice in psychi:my would be a 
more rewarding job for hi1'11. 
Interning at Harvard, he found 
this position to be much more 
rewarding. His specialty comes 
ii'I the study of addictive medi-
cines. Fitzhugh has a great 
amount of knowledge as to the 
effects of alcohol and other 
addictive drugs On the human 
bod~' . 
His reception at Bryant as of 
n'ow has been a very positive one. 
He commented on how nice and' 
inviting everyone at the school 
has been to him and he looks 
forward to working with Bryant 
students as it is a great opportu-
nity for him. 
By Greg Hirshorn 
Assistant Variety Editor 
Warwick· The saying, 'you never know who you 
will run into', proved to be very true to me the 
other day. While visitil1g the Tamarisk Assisted 
Living Community in Warwick, RI, I met many 
very interesting people who told me stories about 
how things were when they grew up. I felt that one 
person may be of particular interest to the campus, 
her name is Claire Ernstof and she graduated in the 
Bryant class of 1929. 
Back when Ernstof attended Bryant, 
the school was located on Fountain 
Street as opposed to the'current location 
in Smithfield. Since everyone commuted 
to campus at this time, there were no 
dO~11s. Cla~rooms were located on the 
2n and 3r floors of the building and 
the classes that were offered when 
Ernstof went to the school are vastly dif-· 
ferent then the ones currently offered. 
Ernstofs class schedule consisted of class-
es such as: short hand, penmanship, typ-
ing, and office procedure. After only 
one year at Bryant, Ernstof graduated sec-
ond in her class. . 
The first job that Ernstof took was at . 
a manufachlring plant where she learned 
skills that would prove to be valuable 
to show strength against men who telt they were 
stronger based on the sale basis of gender. Ernstof 
.not only appeared in the first issue of 'Who's Who 
. in American Women', but was also one of the few 
, women listed from the New England area. She con-
sidered writing a book at one point in her life 
about being a woman executive in a man's world. 
If you were to ask, there are countless stories that 
Ernstof could talk about involving the situations 
she went through. . 
Currently, Ernstof resides at the Tamarisk 
Assisted Living Conullunity,'where she has been for 
the past two years. Her memory is as great as any 
Photo Courtesy of Greg Hirshorn 
Dr. Fitzhugh has been in 
practice for fourteen years. He 
was awarded an undergraduate 
diploma fr0111 the University of 
Michigan. At Michigan, he had 
the very interesting experience of 
being able to rake part in the pep 
band. In fact, the year Michigan 
went to the Rose Bowl, Dr. 
Fitzhugh went with the team and 
marched in the Tournan1ent of 
Roses Parade. 
Bill Philips, who has been a 
counselor at Counseling Services 
the longest compared to the cur-
rent counselors in the center, has 
been spearheading the effort to 
bring a psychiatrist on to campus, 
specifically for students' conven-
ielice. Previously, students 
would have had to leave campus 
to see a doctor, but now such a 
resource is now conveniently 
available right on Bryant's cam-
pus. 
. throughout her career. In the 1930's a 
better job came up, taking Ernstof to the 
weaving business, Plltring her in Charge of 
payroll and secretarial responsibilities. In Claire graduated from Bryant College in 1931. She 
this position, Ernstof learned about work- went on to be featured in Who's Who In American 
At Boston University, Dr. 
Fitzhugh received his medical 
school degree. He interned at 
er's compensation and other similar Women, overcome adversity, and will celebrate her 
things. 
Being a woman at that point in time 95th birthday next month. . 
21~oterJ[eSfa m 
Saturday night out .. How would 
you spend $150 million? 
In .retail merchandising, NOBODY impacts the 
bottom Une like the Buye~. Buye.rs fo!' TJX are 
entrepreneurial .. love to travel" live to :negotiate and 
buUd ~trong business relationships. ;Merchandising 
is the heart of our $16 biUion doUarcompany and 
truly drives our business. You'll def.lnitely buy into our Corporate 
Merchandis:€' Training Progra.m once yot! see· all we c;tn offer you and YOtif 
future. 'We're the 1]X Companies ... Inc" the wodd~s largest and mi."lst successful 
off-price retailer of apparel and home fashions. 
We're a Fortune 200 company with one of th.? best and most t'l?spected BUyt.~r 
training programs any",,~here. We'd like to pass t.his knmvledge on to bright, 
ambitiotts~ bUsiness minded individuals interested in a defined career path to 
bt.~oming a 'Buyer, Located in our Corporate (Iffiee In FramJngham, MA (just 20 
.minutes from Boston}, youll embark on a foo.r.~h>six~yea-:r·car.eer ·path. tha t ta.k.es 
you from Alloc·ation Analyst to Buyer. Our present and past CEOs were Buyers, 
so what does the future hold for you? Buyers impact" the bottom line, generating 
up to $150.m,ilBon in revenue for 1JX - so how would you 
spend $150 million? 
Sound interesting?Fof mote information on our Corporate 
Merchand:ise Ttal:ning Program, please visit 
·wwwtix,co.m/CMTP or to apply visit your 
ho,olB .online career' website f 
TJX is an equal opportunity employer 
'lY1If'ly.tjx.comfCMrP -committed to workplace di\'"e!sity. 
.:lJ.l!ljgbt .Marshalls. 
01111]1 ~ 
~~ 
l!lil ~~ 
was a 
challenge that 
required a great 
deal of persever-
ance to over-
come. Ernstof 
constantly had 
person could possibly want. Ernstof remembers the 
name of every single one of her teachers from ele-
mentary school tgrough Bryant. This May, she will 
celebrate her 9S t birthday. One can only hope to 
live a life half as full as the one that Ernstof has 
experienced. 
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yes no 
DD 
DD 
DD 
DD 
Sick of Salmanson" Check yes if you would like to see a 
greater variety of food on campus, 
Registration stress you out? Check yes if you want 10 5CC 
more courses oITered On'campus, 
Warcn terror? Or war on housing I Check yes ifyou'd 
like 10 see some housing issues resolved, 
Is there .nylhjng you'd like 10 see dilTerenl al Bryant? 
* If you checked yes to one or more of the above ... 
Make a difference ... 
Represent your class in 2006-2007 
Legislative Packets available in the Senate office on the 
3rd' floor of the Bryant Center ................... April 7th 
Packets DUE ..................................... April17th- 4:30 pm 
Candidate MQetlng ............................ April17th- 5:00 pm 
Bryant votes for yOU ........................... ~ .• April 24th & 25th 
"'If you have any questions please contact KevIn Martin at 
krm2@bryant.edu or Danielle Schoo,ls at 
des4@bryant.edu. 
Career Services' advice for 
"Renting Your First Apartment" 
By Jaritza Cortes 
Staff Writer 
Career Sew ices . "Renting your first Apartment" is 
one of the six Senior Dinner Series workshops this 
semester. The last dinner ~ill be "Financing Your 
First Home" on April 19t ,2006. "Rending your 
first Apartment" took place March 22 n with 
about 40 seniors in attendance. 
The workshop discussed the do's and don'ts of 
renting your first apartment, the rights of a tenant, 
and what things to look for when signing a lease. 
The Presentation was made by Devon Blais, a 
Bryant alumni, and Christina Jones, who are both 
property managers for 'Windsor Communities. 
Blais and Jones provided mediums through 
which students can search for apartments. Those 
included: , 
,Local newspapers, Apartments.com, Renmet.com 
TIle Apartment Guide, Rem.com, 
Windsorcommunities.com 
They also provided the srudents with a list of 
websites where students could look up their rights 
as a tenant, as well as the rights of the landlords. 
The rights differ by state, so the appropriate web-
site should be referenced. 
Htro:/ /www.state.ma.us/consumer/lnfollndldt-
nt.hrm (Massachusetts), www.nysegov.com (New 
York), www.nh.gov(NewHampshire), www.ct.gov 
(Connecticut) and www.ri.gov (Rhode Island) 
A copy on the Landlord/Tenant handbook must 
be requested from the Rhode Island government 
website. 
The presentation pointed our some valuable 
questions that renters should inquire about when 
searching for an apartment. 
Questions that should be asked when renting 
an apartment: 
What is included in my rent? (Le. utilities, mainte-
nance) 
What are the total upfront costs? What. is the 
breakdown of those costs? (Deposit, Application 
fee, etc.) Is the deposit a last month's rent or secu-
rity? . 
Is the deposit refundable? 
What happens if I am not approved? Do I get my 
money back.? 
What methods of payment do you accept for rent? 
(i.e. personal checks, money orders, certi-
fied bank checks, credit cards) 
When is rent due? 
When is rent cons'idered late?'\ 
What are the penalties/fees for late rent? 
Who is responsible for maintenance? Who do I 
call for maintenance during normal business 
hours? After hours? 
Do you allow pets? (even if you don't have any you 
will want to know if your neighbors might} 
Is Parking included in the rent? How many cars? 
Where do we park.? 
Do you have any Rent Specials? 
Other Career Service events include how to write a 
cover letter and resume workshops and as well 
information about academic internship orienta-
tions. Information can be found on the career 
services website http://web.bryant.edu/-csoffice/ 
Speaker Jennifer Boylan 
Continued from Page 1 
Many people believe they are they same 
thing, although they're distinct constructs. 
Also, there are many stereotypes and misin-
formation about transgendered people and 
I hope the Bryant . 
bring people in. I think students will react 
positively because of the way Jenny will 
deliver the message," says Simon regarding 
,the expected reaction from students. 
Although the impacts of this event will. 
certainly be different for each individual, it 
is not something to be missed. 
r-------------------------~---, 
community will be open tp listening to , 
Professor Boylan speak about her experi-
ences in order to gain !\ greater under-
standing about not only transgender, but 
how it challenges us to rethink OUr notion 
that gender 
The forum will take place on Tuesday 
April 11, 2006 from 3:30-5:00 pm in 
Janikies Auditorium at Bryant University. 
Following Boylan's talk will be a question 
and answer period. lAttention Students: 
: Secure, Your Summer Job Now L _____________ ~ _____ ~ _________ ~ 
~~. ' 
Must be at least 18 years of age. No experience nec-
essary. Work as a Machine Operator or Shipper in a 
fast paced automated environment. 
Potential to earn $14.55 hr incen.tive pay (12.60/hr to start)! 
$1.00/hr shift differential! 
Opportunity to qualify for end of summer bonus 
(Av~erage student bonus = $400) 
Great schedules to choose from! 
3 days off per week!! (8 flour shifts) 
or 
4 days off per weekI! (10 or 12 hour shifts) 
Day, evening, and night shifts available 
Don't wait! Interview now for summer positions! Train part time 
now to be ready for summer! We will work ·around your school 
schedule! 
is a dichotomy-one must wholly feminine 
or wholly masculine-which limits 
each of us." 
This discussion is sure to equally spark ' 
interest arid curiosity within the Bryant 
community. "I think students are curious 
about this and the curiosity factor will 
Visit· 
http://www.colby.edu/personaVj/jfboy.-
lan/index.htm for more information about 
Boylan or to read her biweekly blog. 
SERVING THE GREATER 
BOSTON AREA 
Ontur;:; ~21 --"~.j"""'''''''.' ~ , 
West Realty 
Adam S. Toback 
Real Estate Consultant 
, '7rust Toback" 
161 Mt. Aubum 51. 
Watertown, MA 02472 
P: 617.926.5280x247 
ritiiiJ F: 617.926.0544 [B 
C: 617.319.2177 
Email: adam@century21westcom 
The finest compliment I can ever receive is the referral 
of your friends, family and business associates' 
Thank You For Your Trust . 
BRYANT ALUMNI CLASS OF '96 
April 7, 2006. 
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Off--campus 'dorm limits tightened 
THOMAS ]. MORGAN 
Journal Staff Writer 
The Providence Journal (Rhode Island) 
February 22, 2006 
An amended zoning ordinance restricts 
the number of students living in a single-
family house and bars student rentals of 
multifamily houses. 
SMITHFIELD - The town tightened its 
regulations on oft:campt!s dormitories last 
night when the Town Council approved 
amendments to the zoning ordina.nce that 
will cut the maximum number of studel1t 
boarders to three per household. 
The panel acted after Oeri DeAngelis, 
deputy zoning official, said that one stIch 
house, on Cedar Forest Drive, had as 
many as six students living in it, a·situa-
tion that sometimes attracted party crowds 
of up to 90 young people and an aCCtl1l1U-
latiop of trash on the street outside. She 
said the situation led to numerolls calls for 
the police to step in. 
The law previously had allowed lip to 
four students per household. DeAngelis 
said the change brings the local ordinance 
into contonility with state law. 
She said that as tar as she and Alfred T. 
DeCorte, building and zoning official, 
have been able to detennine, there are 
only three oft:Campus donusin 
Smithfield. She said officials usually 
become aware of problems only when 
complaints are filed. 
Councilman Ronald F. Manni congrat-
ulated DeCorte and DeAngelis, saying that 
they had prOVided "an excellent opportuni-
ty to nip this in the bud: n 
DeCorte said that although it wa~ C0111-
monly thought that only students from 
Bryant University were renting off-campus 
housing, it seems that students from 
Providence College, Johnson. & Wales 
University and the Community College of 
Rhode Island are also represen~ed in the 
town's student residential population. 
DeAngelis said that when she 
researched the issue, she learned that 
Providence College contributes $70,000 a 
year to the city to provide police patrols of 
off:.ca1l1pus l:tousing for its students. 
She said that Bryant University report-
ed that 15 percent of its student body lives 
off campus, but it was not known how 
many are living in Slll.ithfield. 
zonil~g law. DeAngelis said that if that pre-
vision were not·adopted, there could be as 
many as nine students living in a three-
decker. 
Another requirement of the new law is 
that landlords must apply armually to 
renew a special-use pennit that would 
allow the house to be used as a dorm. The 
permit costs $150. Landlords now lntlst 
appear at a public hearing each year before 
the Zoning Board of Review, and pay the 
cost of notifYing the owners of abutting 
property within a 200-foot radius. 
Manni called for a tracking system sitn~ The ordinance takes eHect in 30 days. 
Har to the one Providence College uses. ~' ;.,,~;.. 
DeAngelis said that PC requires students 
living off campus to provide addresses arid 
the telephone numbers of landlords so· Reprinted ~ith permission from The 
that any complaints can be dealt with Providence Journal. 
swjftly. 
Multifamily houses would be barred 
from renting to students under the revised 
Providence (Elmhurst Area) 
3-4 Bedrooms, Laundry on site, No pets 
allowed, Available June 1, 2006. 
For more info, 
please caiI401-597-5541. 
, 
Bryant BO, okstore ~., ' ...•... :0 II $10 off coupon _ \I 
T~leri1arketing 
Position 
Wa-II Street Mortgage 
Associates 
If you make a gift of $20.06 to' the Senior 
Class Gift, you will receive $10 off your 
Bryant University diploma frame! '-. 
To redeem yourcoupoll, please stop by the Development Office, 1st 
1:'1oot Unistrtici:ure and ask fo.r Shannon or call :<6173 \~~tha~y questions: 
.. __ . __ ,.,_~ __ .. _., •. _ ... _ ... __ . ___ ... "" ....... I'I,;: •• ,! l\t~r(, thi~ Ily'''' i~ NOT the: CI)UPOfl ;Ind }'OU will lIOt r<'t'cwc $10 off 
F,'l'<rt":' 5;:!u!o(; llllt.!'i> )'IJll h;l.YC an I)frid:dc(lu{IOll imm i)!:vl11(lpm<'Ul t 
'-lBI_~-"--"-'~-"--'-'---'---- .. - .. · .... · ........ · ...... -.. ·----, .... ·1 : 
located in North Smithfield, RI. 
Telemarketers. wanted for 
expanding mUlti-state mortgage 
company_ Good 
verbal skills required, hourly plus 
commission. Bi-linguar a plus . 
Call 401-597-5540. 
'-_, ________ < __ ~-- __ -;...--:..._-;.._--------.------.. -----.JL-----___ _._......;.----------' 
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L.OST I,N·HO~LLYlVpOD:· 
Ice Age 2 · Therv1;eltdown 
By Tom Quinn the floodwaters; totic piranhas (which he fights in 
This movie is actually darker the proud tradition of kung fu 
Staff Writer than the. original, and is not as comedies) arid vultures, and even-
Hello faithful boys and girls, clear-cut. hi the first movie, there tually falls off a cliff; landing 
Tom the Movie Man back again were obvious good guys, obvious . himself squarely in heaven, Don't 
for another fun 'review. This bad guys, and Diego'starts as a worry, though: his antics before 
week, it was time to find some~ bad guy, eventually redeeming (and after) the faU are stupen-
thing simpler to look at. After himself, becoll1.ing one of the dous, and really help keep. the 
the ~trange, almost holy pilgrim- good guys. Meltdown deals with movie's quick, fun, child-friendly 
age from the wasteland of death constantly, to the point pace going. Speaking of children, 
UltraiJiolet to high atop V for where you almost forget it is one feel free to bring them to fee Age 
Vendetta's mountain-top, it was of the themes. Manny is, after all, 2: The Meltdown with you. There 
clearly time to find some- was no point thut became 
thing lighthearted once depressing or scaryj despite 
again, and it is with a smile the death overtones, the 
and a happy heart I bring movie handles them with 
you lee Age2: The Meltdown. ease, grace, and more com-
Fans of the original Ice edy than you can shake a 
Age may remember the sto, sloth at. 
ryline: Manny the wooly Luckily, it isn't just a 
mammoth, Diego the saber kid's movie. There were a 
tooth tiger, and Sid the lot of families at the show-
sloth team up to try to out- ing I was at, and it was 
race the ice, while at the clear that there were jokes 
same time attempt to safely embedded in the movie 
return a human baby to. its that went soaring over chil, 
family. Laughs and heart- . . dren's heads that the par, 
warming alLaround, and we . ents loved. The kids 
got to see Scrattry{and fail) laughed anyway (the movie 
hard to keep an acOrn; Ice h~s wonderful comedic 
Age 2: The Meltdown has timing and slapstick), but 
much of that same formula, ,they were laughinganhe 
but with some'slight • jokes they understood, 
changes that successfully withthe parents,.teens, 
make this movie a stand~ and assorted adults and 
alQne in ofttself. Manny, college,studeritspresent. 
Sid, and Diego .take the laughing at things that 
entirepopulationofani. went~lightlybeyonda . ' 
mals Hving-in the valley child's comprehension. Ice' 
withthem, and start 'l,I;l1ad ....• '. " '. .... ....... '.. ...... . Age 2:.The. Meltdown Is an 
1.' h' 1 "d . Ph ... ot ...a .. qo., .. u.rte."s,x.pf:,.~ ..... " .. ~rotte. p,t.a.m. ,atoe, .. s, ....... co .. ,., .. ,m, ......... ,.aU .. ·~.l'o· ·,un .. d. "5 .•0 .. 1. id. , .... fu ... , '. n ..' rac~lorte otler.;slejln· •..•.... ";  .  
~bo!~~~kWcir~a~·~~e~~~~.,B~~a·ks:·.:·,·; .·th~, •• last.,of.:the:.~~cily:~a~~;ot~ . ···'d{serv~~~~~~~omrh~iri~:l~e~ 
and, flo04s the .valley~A1qng,the.. '. for a ~oli(t1?ortionof the)1l9Vie, ';~ti:e;fo(ariyfli,mi~y,child,'teen, 
way,. theyru~it;lto!~Uiej ,~~o,ther:, j:(O:n.tn.~~~';il~eetsEl1ie·!. ~ht?:thinkS ,~61l~8,e Studenti.or~~mh~, of, 
wooly mam l11:0th,a~dCrasH:a~di ;' ~hei~i,~;'P9sstih~,: ith~onlYwo.91y , .' the{gen~ral~~ultp?P\11ace. Ice 
Eddie, her t;\'I0.· P9SSU!l1' "broth- , •., .• ' ,i m~mm6th ahyonekn'eW~ho)..1t., ,:,·Age!tqet;efore~' t;~.ceive~.7ou~of ers/'attemptt9notqecC?i~e:.f?()d' , was hini), the wlilire5 conrlnual~ -';~9;petrifi~dstars~Sogetgoing 
for thevulturesthatstandaScon~; ly'swoop down on carcasses (they ,;'a1,)dch~c~itdut.lfY()ll~~ecIme! 
tantscene¥y,'for ,the, nom.adtc '. ...... . . never ,sho'Y. itl but th~ talk about . 'd~n;He i~~¥ing::;s~re' the te~pe~~ 
land anim~LS,fightofnl'~gepr~ ....• it), one 'of the other animab gets 'Wfe;in~~.·fr~'keeps th'~:ice 
historic shark-like. predators, at1~i.!. eaten by 'the predator fish; even:i,:;there:,'qanli~!take:ariy<:hap.cesi 
ultimateIY'trY,~OJlot drown. i~, .";:; S~t,is ll~:~C~~dl~~<;~,~,~~,!8~~~O::: · ... ~9yr':i:~i~~~~;':;J;t. : ..... . , 
. "The King of Facebook, 
Live at Bryant!~' 
By Sarah Campbell 
Staff Writer 
Gracing the Bryant campus with his presence for rwo ni¥hts, ?teve 
Hofstetter filled Janikies Theatre and wowed the crowds. With hiS 
intelligent wit, Hofstetter was able to not only stump audience mem-
bers with jokes flying over heads left and right, bur allowed those who 
understood the jokes to become ev~n more amused. .. 
Hofstetter is one of the hottest comedians on the college ClrCtllt 
roday. Graduating from Columbia University witl: nUtner~us awards 
ranging from recognition in leadership to journaltsm, he IS currently 
the youngest alum chosen to par-
ticipate in Columbia's 20 under 
40, honoring "Columbia's most . 
talented and successful recent 
graduates under the age of 40." As 
a nominee for the Association for 
the Promotion of Campus 
Activities Comedian of the Year, 
Hofstetter tours dozens of dubs 
and over 100 college campuses 
every year. His website, 
Steve Hofstetter. com gets the mosr 
hits of all American standup acts 
on the market. Here you can not 
. only learn everything you would 
like to know abou't this comedy, 
but you will also find tastes pf his 
work along with reviews, 
Hofstetter-obilia, and booking 
infonnation. 
Between his live performances, 
Hofstetter keeps himself busy 
being an author and columnist. 
He was first publish~d at age 15 
and has since worked with publi-
cations such as Maxim, ESPN, 
and Sports Illustrated for Kids. 
Photo Courtesy of Tim Osborn 
Dennis Donahue from 
Queens, NY opens for 
Hofstetter. 
His book "Student Body Shots~ is a 5-star title on Amazon.com. 
Hofstetter has truly figured out how to reach the average college 
student and get them to demand him at their campus. The answer: 
online networking rhroughFacebook and myspace along with oth~r 
sites. As of April 4, 2006Steve has 2,971 friends on Facebook, wluch 
is an increase of 35 from only one day before. This number may 
sound small and in all reality, it' is. Hofstetter managed to "beat the 
system" of Facebook. When he reached 200,000 on Fac~b~k the site 
reset him and now only allows people to request to be hiS fnend. 
Some may see this as discouraging, but Hofstette~ integrated ~he mate-
rial into his act comparing it to the old school NlU~endo Mar~o 
Brothers game saying there was no comparable feelmg to beatmg a 
game. He claims between Facebook and myspace, he has about 
500,000 friends. . 
It would have been impossible to watch Hofstetter's performance 
without laughing on Friday night. SPB brought to him to campus, 
nearly selling out Janikies with 375 people in attendance. The per~ 
formance started out with him describing an interesting journey to 
Tulsa encountering many odd events which to the common person 
would have been annoying, bur Steve saw thern. as great comedic mate-
. rial. He qUickly inforn1ed the 
Hofstetter preforms in 
Janikies Auditorium to a 
crowd exceeding 500 people 
over two nights. 
tutions. 
audience that the show would 
work with half of the audience 
being with him and the other 
half would, be lost as some were 
very early on. It was highly 
refreshing to have an intelligent 
comedian for a change, he spoke 
of issues many people in the 
Bryant bubble rarely hear or talk 
about. It takes a truly great come-
dian to make a racial, cultural, Or 
off-collar joke and not offend 
anyone. Hofstetter touched upon 
controversial topics such as reli-
gion and politics, slamming pea-
pI!! that did not know what he 
was talking about but making 
those who did understand keel 
over with laughter. 
Hofstetter stayed at Bryant for 
rwo nights, performing the sec-
ond night at a closed perfon11-
ance for the Student Alumni 
Association (SM) conference 
held here this past weekend. 
Hofstetter not only entertained 
Bryant students but also confer-
ence attendees from other insti-
This was also nor Hofstetter's first time in Smithfield. Two years 
ago Steve perfonned here while he was still under the rad~r. Er:ik 
Steckis, a junior ~ommented, "he was funny wheI~ I ~aw hIm fre~hman 
year, and he was even funnier this time. If you dldn. t go yotl.!l1lSsed a 
great time." This was JUSt one of the rave. reviews from students. . 
Comedy chair of the Student Programmmg Board, Brec Fazenbaker, 
commented that the first perfonnance"went extremely well for a 
Friday night event Steve was really easy to work with and we received 
great feedback fro:U everyone who attended." Congramlations to.SPB 
and SAA for bringing a great comedian to the Bryant campus once 
again. 
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Hockey plac~s 12th in first trip to Na~ionals 
By Christopher Ficalora 
Staff Writer 
"Ever since the begin.ning of the sea· 
SOil, you kind of knew this team was off to 
greatness," said senior, Ed Brady, The 
Bryant University Hockey team has been a 
dub sport for numerous years but only 
recently has it become much more than 
just a club sport. 
Over the past three years there have 
been five transfers from division III 
schools imd one transfer from a division I 
school to join the Bryant team. 
This year had the best recruiting class to 
date, forty·eight people tried Ollt bur 
unforrnnately a lot of good kids had to get 
cut. "The team is all best friends. We have 
the best unity you'll ever see and we really 
were rogether all season long," mentions 
Brady. ' 
Captain Brian Willer, a senior, was the 
glue that kept the team together, nat to 
mention the respect the whole team gave 
him. He provided superb motivational 
skills to really contribute CO the slIccess of 
the team. , 
Unfortunately, Willer was injured duro 
ing the senior night game after a check, 
which ended in a fractured hip. Brady 
recalls the incident, "I think that was one 
of the turning points for the teal'1, to see 
your captain and one of your best friends 
being wheeled off knowing that could be 
his last game, it really hits you." 
Up to that point the Bulldogs were 
doing well bur not living ,up to their poten· 
tial. After the injury the Dog's went on a 
hot streak going into the regional tourna-
ment with a 10·2·2 record. 
missed a national tournament until this 
year. The Bulldogs demolished Siena, with 
considerable help from the god.like goalie 
skills of CT Mclean, with a 6-1 vicrory. 
Photo courtsey of Jonathan Ga/ego 
The BryantBulldog hockey team poses for a team picture after a game 
during the National Tournament. 
The Bulldogs entered the regional tour~ 
nam.ent at a ninth seed standing against 
Siena College, a third seed and favored to 
win the tournament. They had never 
From there the Dogs went on to play 
UNH in an unbelievably close game, end· 
ing with the go-ahead goal from Bryant 
with 3 and half minutes left to play, granti. 
Fiye years old, and-going 
stronger than ever 
By Stephen Demers 
Staff Writer 
The Bryant University softball program 
has achieved remarkable success over the 
last five years. Just five seasons ago, the 
Bulldogs were 14th in the Conference. 
Each year, however, they have improved 
and moved up in the Conference srand· 
ings. 
Last season the Bulldogs had their best 
season in school history. They won a 
school record 29 games, made their second 
straight NCAA appearance, and won their 
first ever Northeast.lOG&mpionship. 
After losing four starters to graduation the 
Bulldogs will need some of their younger 
players to step Up, but head coach Lisa· 
Ann Wallace is confident that her program 
will continue to achieve success during the 
2006 season. • 
''TIle players are showing confidence in 
themselves and their teammates," said 
Wallace., 
The 2006 Bulldogs were picked to fin-
ish second in the Northeast-IO Preseason 
Coaches' Poll. TI1esquad returns five all-
conference players. They include juniors 
Lindsay Connor, Briana Du!borow, . 
Amanda Gangne, Amanda Wilbur, and 
senior captain Jordan Dargon. ' 
''These young ladies have potential to 
go first team and beyond, they are all 
dynamic players," Wallace said. 
, The tealll should have no problem scor, 
ing runs as they return some of the best 
offensive players from last year's Northeast-
10 Conference. Connor led the team and 
Conference with a .418 batting average and 
also led the team with 69 hits. Dargon is 
also corning off her best offensive season, 
hitting three homemns with 26 runs bat~ 
ted in. 
The pitching staff sho~lld also be 
impressive with both sophomore Janie ' 
Enos and junior Nikki IngaUs returning. 
Enos is a dominating power pitcher who 
struck OUt 69 baners last season. She also 
eamed the MVP award in last season's 
Northeast-10 Conference Tournament. 
Ingalls has proved over her three year 
career that she is a durable pitcher. She 
pitched 10 complete games last year, com· 
pitinga 9~5 record. Sophomore ~ennifer 
Bernier rounds out the pitching staff. 
"Our pitching staff is outstanding, they 
. work well together and understand how to 
pitch, not just throw," said Wallace. 
With the season underway, the 
Photo Courtesy of Bryant 
Senior catcher Jordan Dargon 
was recently named NE-10 Play'er 
of the Week 
Bulldogs have already begun their pursuit 
of a third straight NCAA appearance., In' 
their Conference home opener against 
Assumption, they took the first game 10.0 
in six innings. Sophomore Victoria Duane 
capped the offensive attack with a three-
run hOll'ler in the bottom of the sixth. In 
game two, the Bulldogs lost 3-0 in six , 
innings (Q.arkness). The Bulldogs al~o split 
-a pair with' St. Rose last weekend. 
Highlights from that game include a three-
run homer and five RBI game from senior 
Jordan Dargan. 
As the season moves forward, the key 
to the Bulldogs' success will be consistency. 
TIlere is no question that this team has a 
lot of offensive power and a very resilient 
. pitching staff. To achieve the success of last 
season, however; the team will have to sus-
tain a high level of performance each 
game. Because the Northeast~lO is a highly 
competitive Conference there will ,be no 
easy games. 
The Bulldogs next home game will be 
on Thursday, April 13 at 3pm against 
Southern Connecticut. 
ng the Bulldogs their first National 
Tournament entry. 
Bryant went 011 to the Nationals to 
play the top 16 teams in the country. The 
Bulldogs' (15 seed) first game was against 
Colorado (6 seed), "we played a little timid 
. bur we kept pace with them," says Brady, 
after losing 3-0. 
In the second game the Dog's stepped it 
up and faced the 3rd seed, Wagner, who 
gOt a lucky goal with the last minutes of 
play to win. 
The final game, however, Bryant was 
able to overcome Central Michigan in a 5· 
4 win in overtime. The Bulldog's however, 
weren't done showing off their hockey 
skills yet. 
Seniors, Ed Brady, captain Brian 
Willer, and CT Mclean along with junior 
Cory Everett were chosen to play in the 
first annual all·smr game. Ed lead the team 
in goals with 40, followed by Cory Everett 
with 28 and caprnin Brian Willer was the 
number 3 scorer with 26 points despite 
rhefact that he is a dcfenseman. 
The seniors will be tntly missed next 
season along with retiring head coach Joe 
Brantolino. He will be moving dawn ro 
North Carolina along with his 4 titles. The 
team finished 12th in the country and is 
currently accepting coaching applications, 
applicants can contact 
ebrouill@bryant.edu. 
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More teens Court blessing of censorship 
losing virginity echoes at second Illinois 'campus 
at.an early age 
By Bill Hutchinson 
New York Dail-y News 
KRTCampus 
Urban teens are increasingly losing their virginity 
before they can legally drive. 
A new survey shows four our of 10 city kids say they 
have had intercourse before age 14, and have engaged in 
oral and even anal sex by 17. ' . 
"This sttldy makes dear that urban young adults 
engage ina varietY of sexual behavior beyond vaginal . 
inrercourse," said Dr. Danielle Ompad, who authored the 
survey for The New York Academy of Medicine .. 
. Ompad said the findings raise concerns abom the pos~ 
sibility of a'bool11 in sexually transmitted diseases atnong 
teens who don't know about safe sex. ' .. 
"Sex education and intervention programs should 
address the risk for the unintended consequences of sexu· 
al behavior," Ompad said. 
Thesnldy, published in The Archives of Sexual 
Behavior,. examined the sex,ual habits ~f 2,311 Baltimore 
youths. Bur Ompad said, "I don't .think other dties would 
be too different." . 
The study showed, tha~ 42 percent had engaged in vagi-
. nat intercOllTse by the age of 14. A]Jollt 14 percent of kids 
said they had sex before the age·on3, a 9 percent Jump 
from a similar survey by.the Centers for Disease Control 
in 1995. 
Former radio sex therapist Judy KUriansky, amhor of 
"Generation Sex," said she found the resulrs disturbing, . 
but not sllrprising. Kuriansky said 14 is far too yotmg to 
have sex. . . 
"They're not emotionally capable of dealing w.ith this,!;, 
she raId the New York Dally.News. She blanledrhe YO(lth 
sex 5nrg~ on.rhe media:s ob~es.sion with sex and the explo-
. sian of~exually e.'Cpli~it Internet chat rooms. . . ' : . 
By Ma tthew Chaves 
Chicago Tribune 
KRTCampus 
The problems, say student jour· 
nalists at Illinois Central College in 
East Peoria, began after their long-
time adviser. retired and a new one 
"'ll'£iveiled a policy that broke with past 
practice: He would have final say over 
the content of the campus newspa-
per, The Harbinger,.bur the paper's 
top editors say he promised never to 
use the power. . 
In less than two months, adviser 
Michael Gray began telling the stu· 
dents whom to hire and what to 
print, they say, and a few weeks ago 
he ordered the staff to run a biogra. 
phy of himself in the paper. 
"He pulled a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 
Hyde and started demanding that we 
run his bio," said Brandon Hagan, 
20, The Harbinger's associate editor. 
Gray said the biography was just a 
. ' suggestion to introduce him to the 
college community. He said he also 
asked the students to print their biog-
. ' raphies, Gray also said he has encour-
aged editors to pursue hard~hitting 
. stories. 
"I ti)ink they should be expected 
to listen to the adviser," he added, 
noting he had worked as a profession. 
al journalist. 
Press advocates predict stich dis-
putes between student journalists and 
officials will become more common 
nov.;.that the Supreme Court has 
uphelda decision by a Chicago-based 
federal appeals court involving 
Governors State University in 
Chicago's south suburbs. 
The Student Press Law Center in 
Arlington, Va., which defends the 1st 
Amendment rights of student jour~ 
naHsts, has seen an upsurge in com-
plaints about administrators trying to 
control student newspapers' content 
in the aftermath of the Governors 
State decision, Hosty VS. Carter. 
The case began in 2000 when 
Patricia Harris, a dean at the universi-
ty, ordered a now-defunct studenr 
newspaper, The Innovator, nor to 
publish until officials could review In 
each issue. The students, led by man-
aging editor Margaret Hasty, sued, 
citing free-speech rights. 
In its ruling, the 7th U.S. Court of 
Appeals suggested that colleges could 
declare their student publications 
non-public forums and, as at high 
schools, censor them. 
In a brief filed with the Supreme 
Court, a coalition of free-speech 
groups called the decision "a grave 
threat to academic free speechft that 
"endangers the very existence of inde-
pendent college media." In February, 
the court declined the case. . 
Legally, the precedent applies only 
to public colleges in Illinois, Indiana 
and WisconsiIl_the three states cov-
ered by the appellate court. But 
nationwide, college editors and 
administrators are tinkering with, 
their papers' policies to prepare for 
battles over content. . 
of public universities that fund stu-
dent newspapers. Do 1st 
Amendment principles mean admin~ 
istrators must keep hands off, or can 
a school argue that if it's paying, it 
gets some say over content? 
Press freedom is well-established 
in American law, but student-run 
newspapers operate in a relatively 
murky area. 
In 1988, the Supreme Court 
ruled that high schools have signifi. 
cant censorship authority, but the 
court hasn't extended that authority 
to colleges. 
In Iltlnois, Indiana and 
Wisconsin, at least, the answer might 
depend on whether a paper can. con· 
vince its school to declare it a public 
forum. That w0!lld grant it editorial 
freedom and give the school some 
legal protection if someone sues. 
ffMuch of the action in student 
press cases, in the 7th Circuit at least, 
will now focus on whether the publi • 
cation is a public forum or a non~ 
public forum," said Gary Feinennan, 
the solicitor general of Illinois . 
The ba~lefield is on th.et;ftp1p~lS~~ ~~ ,:" 
A&WTIREAND 
SERVICE 
Big ":Brothers 
of Bryant University 
& 
401~231 ~483 0 
Complete Auto andTruck Repair 
375 Farnllm Pike, Smithfield'RI 
Less Than aMile,.fromtbe Bryant Campus 
Hours: Monday~Friday 7:30-5:00 
Saturday 7:30-12:00 
Oil Changes always $12.95 
wlStudent ID', 
19.95 wi Faculty ID 
Prices do not include tax & $1.95 disposal fee 
Flat Repairs are 
a~ways FREE 
for the Staff & 
·Student Body 
For Infomiationand' Appointments 
ematl:John@AWTire.necoxmail.com 
Big Brothers ofRl's 
, Second Annual Corvette Raffle 
The goal of Big Brothers of Bryant~eJnivl:;rsity I is' to 
develop m~ntor relationships between the university's male 
population and fatherless boys in the communities that 
surround Bryant. 
Over a dozen Bryant University students, faculty and staff members current-
ly mentor Little Brothers in the near by Rhode Island Towns 
Big, Brothers is looking for male, students, faculty 
and staff members to becom~ Big Brothers 
Join Big Brothers and Make a difference in a Child's Life 
Interested in owning a 
NEW CORVETTE?? 
Try your luck in the Big Brothers of Rhode Island Second Annual 
Corvette Raffle. The cost of a ticket is $50 
To purchase tickets or to donate to Big Brothers of Rhode 
Island call (401 )-432-9955 ' . 
*If buying a ticket please mention you learned of the raffie through this ad* 
For more information on becoming a Big Brother 
contact Brandon Ruotolo at bar2@bryant.edu 
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Simon Says: Trouble on the Duke campus 
By Toby Simon 
Staff Columnist 
My guess is 
that most of 
YOlI have already 
read about the 
serious ttollble 
facing the Duke 
University . 
men's lacrosse team. If you 
missed the details of the case, a 
student at North Carolina 
Central University was hired to 
dance forvariolls members of the 
team at a "small bachelor party." 
The evening ended with her 
being dragged inro a bathroom 
and allegedly raped. 
Sbe pressed charges immedi-
ately, but no members of the 
team have come forward. The 
University took immediate action 
and cancelled the upcoming 
practices and games and demand-
ed that each player take a DNA 
test. Apparently, according to 
news reports, the players have 
stonewalled all authorities. Bur 
the highly ranked team will not 
be playing again this season until 
. school administrators learn m.ore 
about the allegations. According 
to University president Richard 
Brodhead, the decision to sus-
pend the team from play "until 
there is a clearer resolution of 
the legal situation involving team 
members" was not a punishment, 
but a response to the in.appropri-
.are nature of playing while the 
investigation is ongoing. . 
So far, members of the team 
have remained silent in solidari-
ty. Bur anyone who knows the 
culture of college athletic teams 
shouldn't be surprised by this. 
Often teams are similar to frater-
nities with a strong "brother-
hood" bond. 
More details have emerged 
from the police reports which 
were made public. The woman 
who has filed the rape charges 
thought she would be dancing 
for five men at a bachelor party. 
But when she arrived that night 
with another exotic dancer, she 
found herself surrounded by 
more than forty men. The party 
was at an off campus house 
owned by Duke. The woman had 
worked for an escort company 
for two months, doing one-on-
one dates abom three times a 
week. In an interview with a 
local paper (The News & 
Observer), she admitted that it 
wasn't the greatest job but it paid 
well and as a young single moth-
er with two chil-
dren, she need-
ed the 111Oney. 
three men and all their friends 
probably won't hold up in court. 
Still it's extremely sad to think 
about the devastation that's 
resulted for this woman as well as 
the disruption of the campus 
community. And if it happened 
as she has reported, it's hard to 
conceive of such depravity 
among our college students. 
, Professor Paul 
Haagen, chair-
man of Duke's 
Academic' 
Council and a 
law professor 
who special-
izes in sports 
law, said stud-
ies show that 
violence 
against 
That night 
was the first 
time she had 
been hired to 
dance provoca-
tively. There 
was no security 
to protect her 
and when she 
first entered the 
house with the 
other female 
dancer, the men 
began to behave 
aggressively. The 
two women left 
the house and 
were convinced 
to come back 
inside after a 
few men apolo-
'photo courtesy of cnn.com 
Duke Mens Lacrosse team in 
trouble off the field 
women is 
more preva-
lent among 
male athletes 
than among 
male students 
in general and 
higher still 
among "hel_ 
met sports" 
like football, 
hockey and 
gized for the behavior inside. 
Soon after, the woman alleges 
that she was pulled into a bath. 
room and raped and sodomized. 
No one has been charged in 
the case, which has stirred the 
campus, raised racial tensions 
and l1eightened antagonism 
between the affluent Duke stu-
dents and the city of Durham, 
which has a large population of 
poor people. The victim is black 
and the accllsed are all white. 
One of the neighbors who lived' 
next to the house where the 
alleged incident occurred, 
observed the male students 
yelli\1g some racial epithets at the 
women, saying things like 
"Thank your grandpa for my cot~ 
t011 shirt." 
I suppose we may never know 
what happened that evening 
because, even if this case goes to 
trial, convictions in gang rape 
cases are very rare. One woman's 
word against the testimonies of 
lacrosse. 
Until we confront some of 
the negatives of "sport" and 
address the unhealthy attitudes 
and beliefs of those playing the 
game, managing the game, and 
glorifying the game, we will con-
tinue to contribute to the tyran· 
ny and epidemic of entitlement 
that rules some college campuses. 
week's Multipartisan Hackery looks at the issue of immigra-
With the bill HR 4437, many changes fa!=e immigrants and those 
aid and abet them. Among these changes are: 
-lnllnigr·ants face criminalization charges for "unlawful presence" on 
citizens who assist immigrants without documentation, either 
IkrlOV/inl!lv or with "reckless disregard," will face penalties and jail time. 
and local authorities must enforce immigration laws. Anyone 
to do so loses federal funding. 
seekers and refugees without documentation face the same 
other immigrants and will be barred from re-entry. 
bill, HR2330, focuses on "a legalization program for immi-
regardless of their country of origin" by granting undocumented 
immigrants in the US temporary work visas. In addition, immigrants 
must pay a $2000 fine to continue to work in the US. 
Liberal: Ryan Daley '-, 
Immigration can be argued for months without ever coming to any 
Iconcllusiion about how to solve the "problem" - who deserves to be here, 
should be kicked out, and what to do with the 11 million illegal 
s in the US today. Unfortunately, a majority of Americans don't 
have the right level of compassion for others that we see in the rest of 
the world. The world views the US as selfish and arrogantj looking out 
for ourselves and only wanting to get ahead. This is exhibited in a 
majority of people's response to the issue of immigration - "If they 
to live here, they have to learn English." and "Why don't they go 
to their own country?" 
country is the US? And why do I have more of a right to be 
than any other person? The US is merely a body of land, secured 
by our government and infrastructure with borders we've defined. We 
stole it from the Native Americans {and some of it from the Mexicans} 
so who is to say that we have more of a right to be here than anyone 
else? 
Current laws undennine the human dignity of immigrants. With 
the new penalties under HR 4437, immigrants are treated in an even 
manner. Even US citizens can be punished for any assistance 
to immigrants, including providing food to those in hunger, 
for a sick child or pregnant mother, or even shelter for 
ISOlneC)!1e freeZing in the cold. We should not degenerate into the sub-
by having no respect for compassion. The conservatives cannot 
past the tax dollars we're losing to see that there are humans in 
and the US can do something about it by helping those who are 
lurldolculmente:d and already in the US become legal citizens. 
of all, making laws thar are even more strict on illegaIs only 
our economy. Second, it challenges the "American Dream" of 
and prosperity. Most of the people who come here do so 
the conditions at home are unbearable. For Mexicans working 
sw,eat:shc)p for $2 a day, making it into the US could mean the dif-
between life and death. Also, by making illegal aliens legal Giti-
we have more control, as well tax revenue from those who have 
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Multipa~tisanHackery: Itntnigration 
Continued from page 10 issue in our country. Bitter debate has warped view of reality, where everyone is a 
been pocketing the whole $5 an hour they 
make under the rable. George Bush is 
right when he says that we need ill1111[-
grants in the US to do the jobs which' the 
average American refuses to do, and for 
cheaper. Cheaper labor means cheaper 
products, and although our minimulll 
wage is far roo low to live off, immigrants 
are necessary to keep our economy strong. 
Wiping our the 3% of Ollr population 
who are illegaL immigrants working in the 
US would absolutely devastate our econo-
my. 
(at public high schools no less). My 
response would have been to kick the tres-
passers out immediately. As illegal aliens 
they are not US citizens, and therefore not 
entitled to any rights under the US 
Constitution, including free speech and 
freedom of assembly. If 1 entered France 
illegally and started protesting the French 
government for not bending to my every 
need, they would kick me out of town 
faster than you can say au revoir. These 
illegal aliens have no right to be here, 
much less n}ake demands from the govern-
ment. Here is a novel idea for those aliens, 
if they are so upset at the government and 
feel the need to protest, why don't they go 
back to Mexico and protest THEIR gov-
raged about who should be let in, and "terrorist" and 'the only good guys in the 
under what conditions and processes, as world work for the government reading 
well as what to do with people who have our emails, tapping our phone calls, and 
bypassed the system and are here illegally. sending people to secret prisons. 
Different ethic groups have been ------...,......,,-""'- Any decent 
accused of destroying the country person who 
with their unpatriotic intentions wants to come 
at various points in our Nation's to our country 
history. The congressional conser- and work hard 
vatives have launched an attack should be wcl-
against undocumented workers or comed with 
illegal aliens citing the "threat to open arms. 
national security" argument When people 
. which apparently extends into all speak of "our 
Martin Luther King, Jr. once wrote in a 
letter from Birmingham Jail (April 1963) 
"A just hw is a man-made code that 
squares with the 111ora11aw or the law 
erl11nent for 
rights and 
equality? 
aspects of life post 9/11. Under counrry," 
the Patriot Act, illegals can be "national imer-
held indefinitely if their country Photo Courtesy of cnn.com est," or "our 
does not want them back, even. if San Francisco protests the land," they 
of God. An unjust law is a code tha t is 
our of harmony with the moralla,y;.';JC 
Moral law dictates that it is our civic 
duty to assist and make better the lives 
of others in need. There certainly are 
problems with immigration. However, 
the way to make it fair and safe for 
everyone is not by creating harsher 
penalties and punishment for illegal 
aliens and US citizens alike. 
Conservative: Brian S. Kennedy 
The Immigratioll Debate is one I 
could speak on for pages, but since 
MPH givesme three paragraphs or so, 
the condensed version is necessary. 
The most important myth to bust is a 
semantic one. The proper legal (as in, 
not politically correct but fact1.lally 
accurate) terlll for those who cross the 
border illegally is illegal aliens, not 
"undocumented immigrants", and cer~ 
tainly not"undocumented' citizens". 
Any person who calls an illegal alien 
there'are no valid charges against House immigration bill. need to realize 
them. the only type of 
To begin, rights are not granted by a legitimate property ownership is private 
government and thus not a function of cit- property. No one can claim the right to 
izenship. They.are intrinsic to.Ollrnarure all the land with this country's geographic 
as humans and are a fli~lctiOn :of our borders, and decide how everyone can lise 
requirements to survive. They cannot be their own property. 
arbitrarily given or taken away, 'only Though a step in the right direction. 
respected or violated, The illegal workers HR 2330 should not extort money at gUll-
here have the same rights as every other point for the "privilege" of having ones 
human on the planet. They are not rights respected. In contrast, HR 4437 
exempt simply becallse they have not filed goes as far as to jail those who help some-
the proper papers with some government one who has nor signed their life over to 
agency. "our country." All philosophical arguments 
How should immigration be dealt aside. that is a slap in the face to simple 
with? Free market economics, and open human benevolence, and a glimpse into 
·borders. People have pointed out abuse of the souls of the lunatics running our cOlin-
various taxpayer-funded social programs by try, and those souls' hatred of human life, 
immigrants. The solution to that is to if it attempts to survive on a human level. 
eliminate the welfare system, as well as all 
h The ideas presented in Multipartisan government wealth redistribution sc emes. Hackery do not necessarily represent those of People have pointed out that undocument~ The Archway, its editOTS, writers, or Bryant 
ed workers don't pay income taxes. The 
Photo Courtesy of worldnetdaily.com 
A high school in Southern 
California punished a stu-
dent for involvement in a 
protest in which a Mexican 
flag was flown above an 
upside-down U.S. flag. an "undocumented citizen" is an idiot 
with no understanding of the law and no 
appreciation for the value of US citi:zen~ 
ship. 
Finally, 
"cheap ille-
gal labor" is 
good for 
neither the 
illegal "labor-
ers nor the 
US. We 
already have 
a poor 
underclass 
in the US, 
and I'd 
rather we 
employ a 
US citizen 
at mini-
mum wage 
than lower 
the overall 
wage base 
by paying an 
illegal under 
the table. 
The illegal aliens are a threat to national 
security, a tax burden, and a nuisance. 
Kick them. out already (at their home 
country's expense, of course). If you want 
to get into America, do it like our ances-
tors did: legally. My problem is not with 
immigrants, it is with trespassers. Some 
might argue I'm being "too harsh" to those 
poor "undocumented citizens". Anyone 
arguing such should just count themselves 
lucky that our government is too gutless to 
kick au t traitors as well. 
solution to that is to eliminate income tax, Univroity. The writro of Multipartisan 
Hackery are not political experts, but are open 
a violation of property rights. People have in their political beliefs and are writing from 
pointed our that illegal workers accept sub-
minimum wage raises. The solution to their perspective. Please realize that people 
that is to abolish minimum wage, as well 'who fall along the political spectrum at the 
same place as these writers often and rna)' very 
as all price controls. Wages (the price of well have a different opinion on the subject at 
labor) are the outcome of the supply of, hand. Readers are strongly encouraged to write 
and demand for, labor at a given point letters to the editor in response to ihe opinions 
and time in an economy. Pushing wages expressed in this column. If you feel that you 
higher than market equilibrium causes job 
shortages for those who need them the are unrepresented, send us an e·mail with your 
most. Labor unions feel particularly threat- thoughts. 
Illegal aliens are not poor, weary travel-
ers who just happened to haphazardly 
stumble across Ollr borders, these are peo-
ple whose entire objective was to enter this 
country illegally. People can and do make 
plans to illegally enter another nation 
while speaking entirely in Spanish (or 
Arabic, perhaps?). What a novel concept, 
clear and effective communication not 
done in English. 
Recently there have been protests done 
by illegal aliens where Mexican flags were 
hoisted above upside-down Am.erican flags 
Libertarian: Steven Saritelli 
ened, having long enjoyed govemment 
protection. As far as the charges that 
immigrants are undermining our country 
or subverting national interest, that is a 
product 9f the current administration's 
Stayed tuned: In the next Multipartisan 
Hackery, we will be discussing Venezuelan 
president Hugo Chavez's excessive social 
welfare spending and his role as a foil to 
the Bush adminsitration. 
Dear Editor: 
I often remind my st1.ldei1ts rna.t 
the language we use shapes our .experi-
ence of the world. This truth ~a5 .... . 
brought ho~ne to me a fe~ d~ys ago 
when I overheard some stti.dentsplay~ 
inga pick-up. whiffleballgame outside 
the Communications Complex. 
. They were yelling comments such 
as "You are so gay!" as wa.y to mock . 
and tease one another. Let nte be 
deai'd don't ~riow if the stttdents 1 
observed are actually homophobic or 
not, and for the purposes of this edi-
torial, r also don't care. Moreover, peo-
ple may believe whatever they like 
regarding homosexuality. And I'm sure 
that when engaging in such speech, 
these students did not consciously 
intend to engage in hOl'l.1ophobic 
speech. Bur it's also entirely irrelevant 
what their intel1tions were. 
. Speech that is homophobic "only" 
in effect is still unacceptable at Bryant 
University. 
Mocking SOmeone by calling him 
"gay" or a ~fag" implies that homosexu-
als are worthy.of abuse' and ridicule 
simply due to their sexual orientation. 
, This is not only morally wrong. 
It's also wrong for any member of 
our university to engage in public 
homophobic 'speech here.because such 
speech violates Bryant's core values. 
Even though the university has not 
instituted a fonnal speech code, it has 
made 'dear through its Statement of' 
Immigration has long been a volatile 
Core Values .that homophobic speech 
does n,ot have a place here: ffTl\e cam-
~ pus is a place where high standards of 
. .' civility are set anq violations are chal~ . 
lenged." . 
Our university is committed to 
el1suring that its members use public 
language .that creates a community 
marked by respect, inclusion, and 
understanding. One cannot be a civil 
person without using language in this 
way. . 
Homophobic speech directly con-
'tradicts Bryant's requirement of civili-
ty. It is disrespectful, excluding, and 
fails to acknowledge the presence of' 
the gay,Jesbian, bisexual, and trans-
gendered persons who strive to con-
tribute fully to Bryanes mission. Even 
unintentional homophobic speech has 
the consequence of creating a world in 
which 'it seems that some members of 
our, univedity c011Ullunity are legitil 
mate subjects of abuse, contemptr and 
mockery. 
. We each have the right and 
responsibility to create Bryant's moral 
world and to ensure that all people 
have a full and equal place' in it. We 
must embody Bryant's core values by 
directly challenging speech and con-
duct that fails to treat al'iyoneas a 
respected and valued member of our 
university community. 
Thom Bassett 
Department of English and Cultural 
Studies . . . 
Dear Editor, 
In a recent issue of The Archway,. I was alanned by something I discovered on the back page. This 
particular issue feat1.lred the "St1.ldent Speak Out" section, with the question pertaining to the 
construction of a new non-denominational chapel on campus. What I found awkwardabollt the 
section was that every student listed on the page held a positive perspective on [he issue at hand. 
I feel that this is not an accurate representation of what. the st1.ldent body actually thinks about 
the construction of 5uch a chapel and, perhaps more prominently, its proposed location. I am 
anxious to know why The Archway chose not to seek out a sample population with more diverse 
opinions and subsequently chose to print what can easily be seen as bias. Thank You. 
Sincerely, 
Jason P. Hurtubise '09 
R:p the CallJ'Uf BulJ:ie . 
Consider this question: how connected are you to the community and larger world outside of 
the Bryant campus? Consider when you last read a newspaper concerning local issues, or those 
of the world around you. It is all too easy as university students to allow ourselves to become 
detached from the world around us, and become focused on our personal matters; our academl 
ics, our relationships,our video game skills, or our drug tolerances. As we expand our capacities 
in these areas, it is imperative that we do not lose connection to the world around us. Simply 
pick up a newspaper. and youate blinded by the glaring fact that, while you t1.lrn a blind eye, 
tucked safely away inside your campus bubble, the world continues moving on. The democracy 
in which we live is based on the participatlon of the people, but to work at its best, the people 
must be both educated academiCally while atthe same time J?Ossessinga comprehension of their 
societal surroundings to which they can apply this knowledge. Fort1.lnately, while the university 
environment may detach irs stu.dents from the outside world, the university itself ptovides a 
plethora of eppottunities to immerse oneself in it. These are evident in the discussions; semi-
nars, and teach-iris provided byour.manyon campUs gtoup'sas.well,as such administrative initia~ 
tives -as the President's Cultural Series. Yet, as Ryan Daley articula~ed in K Apathy or Unappealing" 
(The Archway 3/10/06) something seems to hold a great deal 0'£ us back from at the very least 
attending these events let alone become active participants in them. We may never again be 
faced with so. many opportunities to take part in the' civic and cultural events which Bryant offers 
with no cost to ourselves, save an hour or two here or there. I certainly agree with Ryan's advice 
to take part in ~hese events for our own sake, but I implore you to take part in these events for 
the sake of your nation. To tum your back on the condition of the nation is an ins1,llt to every~ 
thing it provides for you. Apathy is the poison of democracy and the fodder of totalitarianism. I 
beg you Bryant University; No m'atter what you stand for, stand for: somet~ing! . 
Pete ConnOTS '. .,. 
Staff Writer 
PAg~ 12 OPINION 
Keep 'em coming!" 
Danielle Malatesta 
2009 
. 'i It 
actually makes going to 
dinner a different experi .. 
ence; rather than just an 
every day repeat. It's just 
great!!l" 
Whitney Blatsos 
2009 
'were cuol." 
Andrew Wolfer 
2009 
It's good they're finally 
putting the money we 
spend to good use, and 
they're doing it a lot more 
than I expected." , 
Joe Babcock 
2008 
exciting! We to it they 
a variety and its a good idea bec<l;use more people 
will go to Salmo. We especially liked the Caribbean 
dinner; we were the first ones there." 
Jenna Coates and Katelin Sherman 
2009 
Bryant community 
together and'brings a lot 
of fun to Salmo and din ... 
ing at Bryant." 
Steve Virta 
2009 
Valentine's Day one~ 
Salmo's like life ... full of 
- surprise.s." 
Danica Roestorof 
2008 
April 7, 2{)i 
They just need to find a 
place to sit people. It 
sucks to not find a table 
even though you are so 
popular." 
Ramon De Los Santos 
200.8 
